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ABSTRACT 

Temperature extremes significantly contribute to climate change; therefore, the analysis of temperature extremes 

is essential in detecting and attributing climate change. The present study aims to analyze the spatiotemporal 

variations in the temperature extremes over India, using 0.25° × 0.25° high-resolution Sheffield temperature 
gridded dataset for a period of 62 years (1951–2012). In addition, the spatial distribution, statistical relation and 
trend pattern of Sheffield’s temperature dataset is compared with 1°×1°, gridded temperature dataset of Indian 

Meteorological Department (IMD). The mean of temperature indices show nearly similar spatial distribution in 

both datasets; however trend pattern of extreme indices show significant differences over different homogeneous 

temperature regions of India. There is mostly disagreement between the two datasets, for trend patterns of extreme 

indices at different homogeneous regions, but few grids show reasonable agreement for similar trend pattern. Both 

datasets reported a significant decreasing trend in TX10p (amount of cool days) and TN10p (amount of cold 

nights) at maximum grids for the 1951-2012 period. In addition, a significant increasing trend in TX90p (amount 

of hot days) and WSDI (warm spell duration indicator) at maximum grids during post-1981 and 1951-2012 is 

observed in both datasets. A comprehensive insight into different characteristics (spatial distribution, statistical 

relation and trend patterns) of Sheffield’s temperature dataset will help in understanding the applicability of 

Sheffield temperature dataset for climate modeling and prediction studies over India.  
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1. Introduction 

Climate change is a complex phenomenon that significantly affects different sectors like agriculture, ecosystem, 

water supply, energy production, human society, etc. (Mall et al. 2006a, b; Ravindranath et al. 2006; Zhu and 

Troy 2018; Vinnarasi and Dhanya 2019). Frequent extreme events such as drought, floods, heatwave, etc. have 

been attributed to climate change (Aggarwal and Singh 2010). Many extreme climate events result either from 

natural climate variability or through anthropogenic changes in the climate. The occurrence of extreme climate 

events could result in economic losses that are often expressed as a proportion of gross domestic product (GDP). 

In developing countries, the agriculture sector is most vulnerable to the extreme climate events and significantly 

impacts the GDP. Temperature is one of the key parameters of climate that significantly contributes to climate 

fluctuations (Karl et al. 1993). The analysis of temperature is helpful in detection and attribution of climate change. 

As per Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (IPCC 2007, 2014) warming in climate system is 

observed due to unprecedented changes in surface and atmospheric temperature from 1950 onwards. It is also 

observed that the magnitude of the temperature extreme is increasing at a higher rate than the average temperature 

(Sterl et al. 2008). Therefore, the analysis of temperature extremes from 1950 onwards is important for 

understanding the warming climate system. Numerous studies are conducted which analyze the changes in 

temperature extremes at global (Frich et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2005; Alexander et al. 2006; Mall et al. 2006b; 

Andrade et al. 2012; Mishra et al. 2015) as well as at regional scale (Dash and Mamgain 2011; Zhou and Ren 

2011; Panda et al. 2014; Tao et al. 2014; Vinnarasi et al. 2017; Sharma et al. 2018; Sharma and Goyal 2020). In 

the Asia–Pacific region, during 1961–2003 period a significant increasing trend in maximum (Tmax) and 

minimum (Tmin) temperature is reported at 64% and 79% stations respectively (Griffiths et al. 2005). The annual 

mean maximum and minimum temperature extremes are found to increase by 0.17 °C/decade and 0.24 °C/decade 

respectively since the mid-1950s (Choi et al. 2009). The significant increase in the annual number of hot days and 

warm nights and significant decreases in the annual number of cool days and cold nights were observed during 

the 1961 to 1998 period over Southeast Asia and the South Pacific (Manton et al. 2001). A significant decrease in 

the annual occurrence of cold nights and a significant increase in the annual occurrence of warm nights was 

observed over 70% of the global land area for the period 1951–2003 (Alexander et al. 2006). The statistically 

significant increases in the percentage of warm nights/days and decreases in the percentage of cold nights/days 

were observed at 70% of the stations in central and south Asia for the period 1961–2000 (Klein Tank et al. 2006).  

Long-term annual and seasonal trend analysis of surface air temperature over pan India has indicated significant 

warming trends in mean, maximum, and minimum temperature value (Dash and Hunt 2007; Kothawale et al. 

2010). Dash et al., 2007 studied the characteristics of changes in maximum and minimum temperature over seven 

homogeneous temperature regions in India. They report that the maximum temperature has been increasing over 

all the regions during last century, while the minimum temperature was decreasing in northern regions during the 

period 1955-1972 and after this period it started increasing. Vinnarasi et al., 2017 reported 0.36 °C increase in 

mean Diurnal Temperature Range (DTR) during 1951-1980 and decrease in rate after 1980 over different climatic 

zones in India. The significant increase in frequency, persistency and spatial coverage of cold wave (CW) and 

severe cold wave (SCW) is observed in different parts of India (Punjab, Rajasthan and Jammu & Kashmir) during 

1971-2000  (Pai et al. 2004) . Several studies report an increase in the frequency, intensity and duration of 

heatwaves over India (Ratnam et al. 2016; Mishra et al. 2017; Mukherjee and Mishra 2018; Nanditha et al. 2020). 

Different regions (north, northwest, central and northeast Peninsula) across India have experienced heatwave 

(HW) days of ≥8 HW days on an average per hot weather season (March- July) (Pai et al. 2013). The spatial extent 
of heatwaves is also found significantly increasing in northwest India, peninsular India, northeast India and 

significantly decreasing in hilly regions and central northeast India during period 1951-2010 (Sharma and 

Mujumdar 2017). It is evident from past studies that robust signal of warming is present in the temperature 

extremes (Dash and Mamgain 2011; Panda et al. 2014). Therefore, analysis of temperature extremes over different 

time windows is needed to get insightful picture of changing climate scenario. The accurate temperature dataset 

is key component for studying and analyzing the changing climate system, climate models and different 

hydrological processes. The primary source to accurate temperature dataset is quality-controlled weather stations. 

The data obtained from these whether stations are point measurements however, spatially distributed dataset are 

required for more systematic and detailed analysis (Abatzoglou 2013; Behnke et al. 2016). The spatially 

distributed dataset includes those fine scale variations which arises due to topographical features. So the high-

resolution gridded temperature dataset is preferred for evaluating regional climate models and hydrological 



processes (Caldwell et al. 2009; Walton et al. 2015). Many global or continental-scale reanalysis datasets are 

available (e.g., Sheffield, NARR, MERRA, NOAA-20CR and ERA-20C). The “reanalysis dataset” is often 

downscaled to higher resolution either using bilinear interpolation or using dynamical downscaling (Stefanova et 

al. 2012); (Cosgrove et al. 2003; Kanamaru and Kanamitsu 2007; Stefanova et al. 2012; Xia et al. 2012; Walton 

et al. 2015).  The present study is based on the hypothesis that the “station based dataset” and “reanalysis dataset” 

can have significant differences in their characteristics and trend patterns for same region under consideration. 

Therefore, it is important to compare these datasets before using them for hydrological and climate change studies.  

Numerous studies on temperature extremes, have pointed out robust signal of warming over different 

homogeneous regions in India, however these studies are carried out using a coarse-resolution girded dataset 

(1°×1°). The diverse topography and large spatial variation in the climatic condition over India demands to analyze 

change in temperature extremes at a finer resolution. Therefore, the present study aims to analyze the 

spatiotemporal variations and trends in the temperature extremes over India, at finer resolution of 0.25° × 0.25°. 
For this analysis, the Sheffield temperature gridded dataset for a period of 62 years (1951–2012) is used. In 
addition, the spatial distribution, statistical relation and trend pattern of Sheffield’s temperature dataset is 

compared with 1°×1°, gridded temperature dataset of Indian Meteorological Department (IMD). The extreme 

temperature indices analyzed in this study are defined by ‘Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices’ 

(ETCCDI) (Alexander and Herold 2016). 

2. Data and methods 

2.1 Study area and data 

The Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM), Pune, has divided the whole India into seven homogeneous 

temperature regions on basis of spatial and temporal variations in surface air temperatures. These regions are the 

east coast (EC), interior peninsula (IP), north central (NC), northeast (NE), northwest (NW), western Himalaya 

(WH), and west coast (WC) (see Figure 1). Two different gridded datasets are used in this study; the first dataset 

is 0.25°×0.25°, Sheffield’s gridded daily maximum and minimum temperature data which is a blend of 

observational and reanalyses datasets (Sheffield et al. 2006). This dataset is used for the 1951–2012 period with 

spatial resolution covering Indian landmass. The Sheffield datasets have been widely used in different regional 

level studies on climate and hydrological modeling (Sheffield and Wood 2007; Troy et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011; 

Sheffield et al. 2012; Demaria et al. 2013). 

The second dataset is 1°×1°, daily maximum and daily minimum temperature data from Indian Meteorological 

Department (IMD) (Panda et al. 2014). The daily temperature data from 395 observation stations were interpolated 

to gridded data using a modified version of Shephard’s angular distance weighing algorithm (Shepard 1968). This 

gridded dataset has a spatial domain from 7.5°N-37.5°N and 67.5°E-97.5°E, and it is also used for the period 

1951–2012. Few grids in western Himalaya, northeast, and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands are not analyzed 

for the IMD dataset. Mishra et al., (2014) compared the daily maximum and minimum temperature dataset from 

Sheffield et al., (2006) and IMD for the overlapping period (1969–2005). They observed that the daily 

temperatures from Sheffield et al., (2006) captured the seasonal cycle along with temporal and spatial variability 

reasonably well in India. The analysis in this study is performed in respective grids without any re-gridding. 

Fig. 1 Location map for the study area showing homogeneous temperature regions in India. 

2.2 Extreme Temperature Indices 

The extreme temperature indices computed and analyzed in this study are defined by the Expert Team on Climate 

Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI). Only nine extreme temperature indices which are relevant with the 

climatology of India are analysed. The indices are calculated on an annual basis from 1951 to 2012 (62 years 

periods) with base period 1961-1990. The statistical analysis on these indices is performed in three different time 

windows 1951–1981 (pre-1981), 1982–2012 (post-1981) and 1951–2012. The indices used in this study are given 

in Table 1.  



Table 1 Extreme Temperature Indices (Here TX = Daily Max Temp., TN = Daily Min Temp.) 

2.3 Modified Mann-Kendall (MK) trend test 

The modified Mann-Kendall (MK) trend test proposed by Yue and Wang, (2004) is used to estimate extreme 

temperature indices trends. The significance of the trend is examined at 5% significance level. The Mann-Kendall 

(MK) test has been widely used to detect the trend in various hydro-climatic variables (Jain and Kumar 2012; 

Anghileri et al. 2014; Suryavanshi et al. 2014; Joshi et al. 2016). The limitation with the MK test is that the time 

series data should be free from serial correlation, since the presence of serial correlation in the data leads to false 

rejection of null hypothesis (type-I error) (Hamed and Ramachandra Rao 1998). The serial correlation in the data 

affects the MK test variance while the modified MK test incorporates a modified value of variance. The 

significance of trend is assessed using R package ‘modifiedmk’ (Patakamuri and O’Brien 2019). 

The modified variance 𝑉∗(𝑆) is given by 𝑉∗(𝑆) = 𝑉(𝑆) ∙ 𝑛𝑛∗                                                                                                            (1) 

Where 𝑛 is the actual sample size (ASS) of actual sample data, 𝑛∗ is the effective sample size  

(ESS), and 
𝑛𝑛∗ is termed as correction factor. 

The ESS is given by (Bayley and Hammersley 1946): 𝑛∗ = 𝑛1+2∙∑ (1−𝑘𝑛).𝜌𝑘𝑛−1𝑘=1                                                                                                       (2) 

Where 𝜌𝑘 is the lag-k serial correlation coefficient, which can be represented by the sample lag-k serial 

correlation coefficient, given by (Salas et al.,1980): 

𝑟𝑘 = 1𝑛−𝑘∑ (𝑋𝑡−𝑋𝑡)(𝑋𝑡+𝑘−𝑋𝑡))𝑛−𝑘𝑡=11𝑛∑ (𝑋𝑡−𝑋𝑡)2𝑛𝑡=1                                                                                          (3)  

𝑋𝑡 = 1𝑛 ∑ 𝑋𝑡𝑛𝑡=1                                                                                                               (4) 

Here 𝑟𝑘 is called the lag-k serial correlation coefficient, 𝑘 represents the time lag (or distance) between the 

correlated pairs (𝑋𝑡 ,𝑋𝑡+𝑘) and 𝑋𝑡 is the sample mean.  

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Spatial variability in Tmax and Tmin 

Prior to analyzing trends in extreme temperature indices, it is important to analyse the spatial mean and distribution 

of Tmax (daily maximum temperature) and Tmin (daily minimum temperature) of both Sheffield and IMD. The 

spatial distribution of mean Tmax (daily maximum temperature) for the period 1951-2012 shows significant 

spatial variability over WH, NE; and in few grids at NC, NW for both the datasets (Fig. 2a, 2c). The spatial 

distribution of mean Tmax for both the datasets is nearly similar at NC, IP, WC, EC, and in maximum grids at 

NW. The difference in the spatial distribution for both datasets is observed at WH, NE, and few grids at NC, NW. 

The maximum and minimum value of mean Tmax at WH, NE, NC, and NW in IMD data is significantly different 

from the maximum and minimum value in Sheffield data. Like the spatial distribution of mean Tmax , the mean 

Tmin (daily minimum temperature) for the period 1951-2012 shows similar spatial variability at WH, NE, and 

few grids at NC, NW for both the datasets (see Fig. 2b, 2d). The spatial distribution of mean Tmin for both the 

datasets is observed nearly similar at NC, IP, WC, EC, and in maximum grids at NW. The maximum and minimum 

value of mean Tmin at WH, NE, NC, and NW in IMD data is significantly different compared to the maximum 

and minimum value in Sheffield data. The pooled mean Tmax comparison for both datasets using box-plot and 

probability density function plot is shown in Fig. 2e and Fig. 2g, respectively. A similar comparison of pooled 

mean Tmin for both datasets is shown in Fig. 2f and Fig. 2h. The grids with inconsistent data with the IMD dataset 

are excluded in calculating pooled mean Tmax and Tmin for the Sheffield dataset. Using the two-sample Wilcoxon 



rank-sum test, significant (p-value ≤ 0.05) difference in the mean of pooled mean Tmax of IMD and Sheffield; 
and non-significant (p-value > 0.05) difference in the mean of pooled mean Tmin of IMD and Sheffield is 

observed. The two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirms that the distribution of pooled mean Tmax and Tmin 

in IMD is significantly (p-value ≤ 0.05) different compared to the distribution of pooled mean Tmax and Tmin in 
Sheffield. 

Fig 1 Mean Tmax for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (c) Sheffield; Mean Tmin for period 1951-2012 (b) IMD (d) 

Sheffield; Grids with inconsistent data are shown in grey color.  Box plot for pooled mean Tmax (e) and mean 

Tmin (g). Probability density function for pooled mean Tmax (g) and mean Tmin (h); Blue and red color curves 

represent IMD and Sheffield dataset, respectively. Statistical significance was estimated using the Ranksum and 

KS tests for mean and distributions of pooled mean data. 

3.2 Spatial variability and trends in DTR 

The spatial distribution of mean DTR for 1951-2012 shows large spatial variability over pan India for both the 

datasets analyzed (see Fig. 3a, 3b). Although the spatial distribution is nearly similar at every homogeneous 

temperature region for both the datasets, a slight difference is observed in few grids located at the NW and NC 

region boundary. The maximum and minimum value of mean DTR at different homogeneous regions in IMD data 

is nearly same as the maximum and minimum value in Sheffield data (see Fig. 3a, 3b). For the IMD data, the 

mean DTR value for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 period is 11.83, 11.95, and 11.89, respectively. 

Whereas, for the Sheffield data, the mean DTR value for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 period is 11.64, 

11.43, and 11.54, respectively (see Fig. 3e, 3f). The spatial variance of DTR for IMD and Sheffield datasets are 

shown in Fig 3c and 3d, respectively. For the IMD dataset, the spatial variance of DTR shows a decreasing trend 

during the pre-1981 and post-1981 period, and the trend during the pre-1981 period is statistically significant. For 

the Sheffield dataset, a non-significant increasing trend in spatial variance is observed during the pre-1981 and 

post-1981 period. For both the datasets, the spatial variance during the pre-1981 period is higher compared to the 

post-1981 period. The high peak values of spatial variance is observed in the Sheffield dataset compared to the 

IMD dataset.  

Fig 2 Mean DTR  for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) Sheffield ; DTR spatial variance over India, asterisk 

denotes significant trend (at 5% significance level) (c) IMD (d) Sheffield ; DTR Box Plot for three time 

windows (e) IMD (f) Sheffield ; DTR trend (at 5% significance level) in three time windows for IMD (g)1951-

1981 (h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for Sheffield (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with significant 

increasing trend, significant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, white and 

grey color respectively;  Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having significant increasing, 

significant decreasing and no trend. 

The trend pattern of DTR observed in IMD data is distinct from the trend pattern observed in Sheffield data. IMD 

dataset shows grid-wise spatially coherent significant increasing trend at NW, NC, IP, WC, EC, NE (pre-1981) 

and at IP, WC, EC (post-1981 and 1951-2012). However, in the Sheffield dataset, the grid-wise spatially coherent 

significant increasing trend is observed in most of the grids at WH (pre-1981), at NW, NC, IP, EC (post-1981), 

and at IP, WC, EC (1951-2012).  The significant decreasing trend with good spatial coherence is observed in IMD 

data at NW, NC, and NE (post-1981), while in Sheffield data spatially coherent significant decreasing trend is 

observed at WH (post-1981 and 1951-2912) and at NW, NC, NE (1951-2012). With IMD data, compared to the 

pre-1981 and 1951-2012 period, the percentage of grids showing a significant increasing (decreasing) trend is less 

(more) in the post-1981 period; however, the contradictory result is observed with Sheffield data. Contrasting 

trend results are also observed with IMD and Sheffield datasets in all three-time windows. IMD dataset is showing 

a significant increasing trend in maximum grids at NE (pre-1981 and 1951-2012) and in few grids at NC (1951-

2012); however, the Sheffield dataset is showing a significant decreasing trend. Similarly, the IMD dataset shows 



a significant decreasing trend in few grids at NW (post-1981), while the Sheffield dataset shows a significant 

increasing trend. 

DTR shows significant increasing trend at 68% (pre-1981), 30% (post-1981) and 52% (1951-2012) grids in IMD 

data. These results are found consistent with the trend pattern observed in past studies (Panda et al. 2014; Vinnarasi 

et al. 2017). The significant increasing trend of DTR in Sheffield data is observed at 12% (pre-1981), 43% (post-

1981), and 11% (1951-2012) grids. Overall, there is mostly disagreement between the two datasets for significant 

increasing and significant decreasing trend patterns during pre-1981 and 1951-2012. A better agreement between 

the two datasets can be noted, with a significant increasing trend in few grids at IP, WC, and EC (post-1981 and 

1951-2012). 

3.3 Spatial variability and trends in TX10p 

The spatial distribution of mean TX10p for the period 1951-2012 shows significant spatial variability over pan 

India for both the datasets analyzed (see Fig. 4a, 4b). The spatial distribution of both the datasets is nearly similar 

at WH and consistently varying at other homogeneous temperature regions. The maximum and minimum values 

of TX10p at different homogeneous regions are different for IMD and Sheffield data (see Fig. 4a, 4b). For the 

IMD data, the mean TX10p value for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 periods is 11.38, 8.90, and 10.14, 

respectively. However, for Sheffield data, the mean TX10p value for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 

period is 10.78, 7.87, and 9.33, respectively (see Fig. 4e, 4f). A lower value of mean TX10p is obtained from 

Sheffield data for all the time windows. For both the dataset, the spatial variance of TX10p show a decreasing 

trend in the pre-1981 and post-1981-time periods. However, a significant decreasing trend of spatial variance with 

IMD and Sheffield data is found during the pre-1981 and post-1981 period, respectively (see Fig. 4c, 4d). In IMD 

data, the spatial variance is higher for the post-1981 period than in the pre-1981 period, while in Sheffield, both 

pre-1981and post-1981 periods show nearly similar higher spatial variance. The higher peak values of spatial 

variance is observed in the IMD dataset compared to the Sheffield dataset. 

Fig 3 Mean TX10p for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) Sheffield ; TX10p spatial variance over India, asterisk 

denotes significant trend at 5% significance level) (c) IMD (d) Sheffield ; TX10p Box Plot for three time 

windows (e) IMD (f) Sheffield ; TX10p trend (at 5% significance level) in three time windows for IMD 

(g)1951-1981 (h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for Sheffield (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with 

significant increasing trend, significant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, 

white and grey color respectively;  Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having significant 

increasing, significant decreasing and no trend. 

The trend pattern of TX10p observed in IMD data is nearly similar to the trend pattern observed in Sheffield data. 

In IMD data, the significant increasing trend with good spatial coherence is observed in few grids at WH, NW, 

NC, NE (pre-1981); and at NW, NC, NW (post-1981 and 1951-2012). A spatially coherent significant increasing 

trend in the Sheffield dataset is observed in maximum grids at WH, NW, NC, and NE (pre-1981). The significant 

decreasing trend with good spatial coherence in IMD data is observed at NW, WC, IP, EC, and NE in all three-

time windows, although grids showing a significant decreasing trend are spatially inconsistent. In Sheffield data, 

except for few grid points at IP, WC, EC, NW (post-1981); and at WH, NW, NC, NE (1951-2012), rest of the 

grids show a spatially coherent significant decreasing trend. In both IMD and Sheffield data, compared to the pre-

1981 and 1951-2012 period, the percentage of grids showing a significant increasing (decreasing) trend is less 

(more) in the post-1981 period. Contrasting trend results are also observed with IMD and Sheffield datasets in all 

three-time windows. The IMD dataset shows a significant increasing trend in few grids at NC and NE (post-1981), 

whereas the Sheffield dataset shows a significant decreasing trend. The IMD dataset shows a significant 

decreasing trend in few grids at NE (pre-1981), whereas; Sheffield dataset shows a significant increasing trend.  

TX10p shows significant decreasing trend at 42% (pre-1981), 56% (post-1981) and 67% (1951-2012) grids in 

IMD data. Earlier studies have also confirmed the significant decrease in the percentage of cool days across 

different regions in India (Klein Tank et al. 2006; Vinnarasi et al. 2017). The significant decreasing trend of 



TX10p in Sheffield data is observed at 87% (post-1981) and 82% (1951-2012) grids. The good agreement between 

the two datasets, for both significant increasing and significant decreasing trend patterns, can be noted during the 

pre-1981 and 1951-2012 period. 

3.4 Spatial variability and trends in TN10p 

The spatial distribution of mean TN10p for the period 1951-2012 shows significant variability in few grids at NC, 

IP with IMD data, and less variability with Sheffield data (see Fig. 5a, 5b). The difference in the spatial distribution 

of both datasets is observed in few grids at NC, IP, and NE. The maximum and minimum value of mean TN10p 

at different homogeneous regions in IMD data is different compared to the maximum and minimum value in 

Sheffield data. For the IMD data, the mean value of TN10p for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 periods 

is 9.44, 7.90, and 8.67, respectively.  Sheffield data also exhibit similar mean values 10.84, 7.01, and 8.92, for the 

pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 period, respectively (see Fig. 5e, 5f). For the IMD dataset, the spatial variance 

of TN10p shows an increasing trend during pre-1981 and a significant decreasing trend during post-1981 (see Fig 

5c, 5d). The spatial variance in Sheffield data shows a decreasing trend in both pre-1981 and post-1981 periods, 

and both trends are statistically significant. In IMD data, the spatial variance is higher for the post-1981 period, 

whereas in Sheffield pre-1981 period shows a higher spatial variance.  The high peak values of spatial variance is 

observed in the IMD dataset compared to the Sheffield dataset. 

Fig 4 Mean TN10p for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) Sheffield ; TN10p spatial variance over India, asterisk 

denotes significant trend (at 5% significance level) (c) IMD (d) Sheffield ; TN10p Box Plot for three time 

windows (e) IMD (f) Sheffield ; TN10p trend (at 5% significance level) in three time windows for IMD 

(g)1951-1981 (h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for Sheffield (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with 

significant increasing trend, significant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, 

white and grey color respectively;  Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having significant 

increasing, significant decreasing and no trend. 

The trend pattern of TN10p observed in IMD data is nearly similar to the trend pattern observed in Sheffield data. 

Both IMD and Sheffield data show a significant increasing trend with good spatial coherence in most of the grids 

at WH, NW, NC, and NE (pre-1981); however, the spatial coherence is more in IMD data as compared to Sheffield 

data. The significant decreasing trend in IMD data is observed in most of the grids at WH, NW, NC, and NE (post-

1981 and 1952-2012). In Sheffield data, a significant decreasing trend with good spatial coherence is observed in 

all homogeneous temperature regions (post-1981 and 1951-2012) except in few grids at NW, NC and WC. In both 

IMD and Sheffield data, compared to the pre-1981 and 1951-2012 period, the percentage of grids showing a 

significant increasing (decreasing) trend is less (more) in the post-1981 period. In some cases contrasting trend 

results are observed with IMD and Sheffield datasets. The IMD dataset shows a significant increasing trend in 

few grids at IP (post-1981 and 1951-2012); however, the Sheffield dataset shows a significant decreasing trend.  

TN10p shows a predominant significant decreasing trend at 81% (post-1981) and 52% (1951-2012) grids in IMD 

data. A significant decrease in the percentage of cool nights in India is also reported in past studies (Panda et al. 

2014; Vinnarasi et al. 2017). A similar dominant significant decreasing trend is observed at 88% (post-1981) and 

92% (1951-2012) grids in Sheffield data. The good agreement between the two datasets, for both significant 

increasing and significant decreasing trend patterns, can be noted during the pre-1981 and post-1981 period. 

3.5 Spatial variability and trends in TX90p 

The spatial distribution of mean TX90p for the period 1951-2012 shows less spatial variability over pan India for 

both the datasets analyzed (see Fig. 6a, 6b). Though the spatial distribution is almost similar for both datasets, a 

slight difference is observed in few grids at NW and WC. The maximum and minimum value of mean TX90p at 

NW and WC in IMD data is significantly different compared to the maximum and minimum value in the Sheffield 

data. In IMD data, the mean TX90p value for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 period is 9.63, 13.40, and 

11.51, respectively. However, in Sheffield data, the mean TX90p value for pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 

period is 10.05, 13.03, and 11.54, respectively (see Fig. 6e, 6f). For the IMD dataset, the grid-based spatial 

variance shows an increasing trend for both periods; however, the trend in the post-1981 period is found 

statistically significant. The spatial variance in Sheffield is decreasing during the pre-1981 period and increasing 



during the post-1981 period; however, the increasing trend during post-1981 is found statistically significant. For 

both the datasets, the spatial variance during the post-1981 period is higher than the pre-1981 period (see Fig 6c, 

6d). The high peak values of spatial variance is observed in the IMD dataset compared to the Sheffield dataset. 

Fig 5 Mean TX90p for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) Sheffield ; TX90p spatial variance over India, asterisk 

denotes significant trend (at 5% significance level) (c) IMD (d) Sheffield ; TX90p Box Plot for three time 

windows (e) IMD (f) Sheffield ; TX90p trend (at 5% significance level) in three time windows for IMD 

(g)1951-1981 (h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for Sheffield (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with 

significant increasing trend, significant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, 

white and grey color respectively;  Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having significant 

increasing, significant decreasing and no trend. 

The trend pattern of TX90p observed in IMD data is nearly similar to the trend observed in Sheffield data. In IMD 

data, except at WH (pre-1981), the significant increasing trend with good spatial coherence is observed at all 

homogeneous regions in all three-time windows. However, in Sheffield data, the significant increasing trend with 

high spatial coherence is observed at all homogeneous temperature region during post-1981 and 1951-2012. The 

significant decreasing trend in IMD data is also observed at few grids, i.e., WH, WC, NE (pre-1981); at IP (post-

1981); and NW, NC (1951-2012). In Sheffield data, the few grids at WH, NE (post-1981); and at NE, NC, IP, 

WC, NE (1951-2012) show a significant decreasing trend. In both IMD and Sheffield data, compared to the pre-

1981 and 1951-2012 period, the percentage of grids showing a significant increasing (decreasing) trend is less 

(more) in the post-1981 period. Contrasting trend results are observed with IMD and Sheffield datasets. The IMD 

dataset shows a significant increasing trend in few grids at NC, NW, IP, and WC (pre-1981); however, the 

Sheffield dataset shows a significant decreasing trend. The spatially coherent significant increasing trend is 

observed at WH (pre-1981) with Sheffield data; however, no trend is observed with IMD data. 

 TX90p shows predominant significant increasing trend at 65% (pre-1981), 83% (post-1981) and 82% (1951-

2012) grids in IMD data. The earlier regional (Panda et al. 2014; Vinnarasi et al. 2017), as well as global studies 

(Klein Tank et al. 2006) have also observed a significant increase in the number of hot days. The predominant 

significant increasing trend in Sheffield data is observed at 86% (post-1981) and 71% (1951-2012) grids. The 

good agreement between the two datasets for significant increasing trend patterns can be noted during the post-

1981 and 1982-2012 period. 

3.6 Spatial variability and trends in TN90p 

The spatial distribution of mean TN90p for the period 1951-2012 shows significant spatial variability over pan 

India for both the datasets analyzed. The difference in the spatial distribution of both the dataset is observed in 

few grids at NC, NE and IP (see Fig. 7a, 7b). The maximum and minimum value of mean TN90p at different 

homogeneous regions in IMD data is different compared to the maximum and minimum value in Sheffield data. 

In IMD data, the mean TN90p value for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 period is 12.05, 13.71, and 12.88, 

respectively. However, in Sheffield data, the mean TN90p value for pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 period 

is 9.79, 15.27, and 12.53, respectively (see Fig. 7e, 7f). The grid-based spatial variance of TN90p shows a 

significant decreasing trend for the pre-1981 period and a significant increasing trend for the post-1981 period in 

both the datasets. The spatial variance is higher for both pre-1981 and post-1981 periods in IMD data, whereas, 

in Sheffield, only the pre-1981 period shows higher spatial variance (see Fig 7c, 7d). The high peak values of 

spatial variance is observed in the IMD dataset compared to the Sheffield dataset. 

Fig 6 Mean TN90p for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) Sheffield ; TN90p spatial variance over India, asterisk 

denotes significant trend (at 5% significance level) (c) IMD (d) Sheffield ; TN90p Box Plot for three time 

windows (e) IMD (f) Sheffield ; TN90p trend (at 5% significance level) in three time windows for IMD 

(g)1951-1981 (h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for Sheffield (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with 

significant increasing trend, significant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, 

white and grey color respectively;  Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having significant 

increasing, significant decreasing and no trend 



The trend pattern of TN90p observed in IMD data is nearly similar to the trend pattern observed in Sheffield data. 

In IMD data, the significant increasing trend with good spatial coherence is observed at NW, NC, and NE (post-

1981). The significant increasing trend observed in few grids in IMD data at IP (post-1981 and 1951-2012); and 

at NW, NC, and EC (1952-2012) is spatially less coherent. In Sheffield data, the significant increasing trend with 

high spatial coherence is observed in maximum grids at every homogeneous temperature region during the post-

1981 and 1951-2012 period. The spatially coherent significant decreasing trend in IMD data is observed at WH, 

NW, NC, and NE (pre-1981); however, in Sheffield data, a spatially coherent significant decreasing trend is 

observed at WH, NW, NC (pre-1981). The significant decreasing trend in IMD data is also observed in few 

scattered grids at IP (post-1981 and 1951-2012). In IMD data, compared to the pre-1981 and 1951-2012 period, 

the percentage of grids showing a significant increasing (decreasing) trend is less (more) in the post-1981 period. 

However, in Sheffield data, the percentage of grids showing significant increasing (decreasing) trends is less 

(more) in the 1951-2012 period compared to the pre-1981 and post-1981 period. IMD dataset shows a significant 

decreasing trend in few grids at IP and NE (pre-1981); however, the Sheffield dataset shows a significant 

increasing trend. The spatially coherent significant increasing trend is observed at WH and NE (1951-2012) with 

Sheffield data; however, no trend is observed with IMD data. 

TN90p shows significant increasing trend at 12% (pre-1981), 67% (post-1981) and 34% (1951-2012) grids in 

IMD data. Earlier studies have also reported a significant increase in the percentage of warm nights at the global 

(Manton et al. 2001) and the regional level (Panda et al. 2014). The dominant significant increasing trend in 

Sheffield data is observed at 75% (post-1981) and 92% (1951-2012) grids. The good agreement between the two 

datasets, for significant increasing and significant decreasing trend patterns, can be noted during the post-1981 

and pre-1981 periods, respectively. 

3.7 Spatial variability and trends in TR 

The spatial distribution of mean TR for the period 1951-2012 shows large spatial variability over pan India for 

both the datasets analyzed. The major difference in spatial distribution is observed in few grids at NC and NE (see 

Fig. 8a, 8b).  The maximum and minimum value of mean TR at NC and NE in IMD data is significantly different 

compared to the maximum and minimum value in Sheffield data. The mean value of TR for IMD data during the 

pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 periods is 199.11, 200.28, and 199.69, respectively. However, in Sheffield 

data, the mean TR value for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 period is 182.11, 188.73, and 185.42, 

respectively (see Fig. 8e, 8f). The Sheffield data shows a lower value of mean TR at all the three-time windows. 

For IMD data, the spatial variance of TR shows a significant increasing trend during pre-1981 and a significant 

decreasing trend during the post-1981 period. The spatial variance in Sheffield data shows an increasing trend in 

both pre-1981 and post-1981 periods; however, only increasing trend in the pre-1981 period is found statistically 

significant. The spatial variance is higher for the pre-1981 period in both the datasets (see Fig 8c, 8d). The high 

peak values of spatial variance is observed in the Sheffield dataset compared to the IMD dataset.  

Fig 7 Mean TR for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) Sheffield ; TR spatial variance over India, asterisk denotes 

significant trend (at 5% significance level) (c) IMD (d) Sheffield ; TR Box Plot for three time windows (e) IMD 

(f) Sheffield ; TR trend (at 5% significance level) in three time windows for IMD (g)1951-1981 (h)1982-2012 

(i)1951-2012, for Sheffield (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with significant increasing trend, 

significant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, white and grey color 

respectively;  Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having significant increasing, significant 

decreasing and no trend. 

The trend pattern of TR observed in IMD data is nearly similar to the trend pattern observed in Sheffield data. 

With IMD data, a significant increasing trend with good spatial coherence is observed in grids at WH, NW, NC, 

NE (post-1981); and at IP, EC (pre-1981); however, with Sheffield data, maximum grids in all homogeneous 

regions are exhibiting spatially coherent significant increasing trend during the post-1981 and 1951-2012 periods. 

The spatially coherent significant decreasing trend in both IMD and Sheffield data is observed at NW, NC, and 



NE (pre-1981). In both IMD and Sheffield data, compared to the pre-1981 and 1951-2012 period, the percentage 

of grids showing a significant increasing (decreasing) trend is more (less) in the post-1981 period. Contrasting 

trend results are also observed with IMD and Sheffield datasets. IMD dataset shows a significant decreasing trend 

in few grids at IP, WC, NE (pre-1981); and at NC, IP (1951-2012); however, the Sheffield dataset shows a 

significant increasing trend. The spatially coherent significant increasing trend is observed in maximum grids at 

WH (pre-1981 and 1951-2012); at IP, EC (post-1981); and at NE (1951-2012) with Sheffield data; however, no 

trend is observed with IMD data.  

TR shows significant increasing trend at 24% (pre-1981), 69% (post-1981) and 58% (1951-2012) grids in IMD 

data. However, the significant increasing trend of TR in Sheffield data is observed at 47% (pre-1981), 87% (post-

1981), and 85% (1951-2012) grids. The good agreement between the two datasets, for significant increasing and 

significant decreasing trend patterns, can be noted during the post-1981 and pre-1981 periods, respectively. 

3.8 Spatial variability and trends in SU 

The spatial distribution of mean SU for the period 1951-2012 shows large spatial variability over pan India in 

both the datasets analyzed (see Fig. 9a, 9b). The spatial distribution is nearly similar at every homogeneous 

temperature region except few grids at WH, NW, NC, and NE. The maximum and minimum value of mean SU 

at WH, NW, NC, and NE in IMD data is different from the maximum and minimum value in Sheffield data. For 

the IMD data, the mean SU value for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 periods is 323.08, 324.90, and 

323.99, respectively. However, in Sheffield data, the mean SU value for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 

periods is 287.54, 290.25, and 288.90, respectively (see Fig. 9e, 9f). The spatial variance of SU shows an 

increasing trend during pre-1981 and decreasing trend during post-1981 for IMD. The decreasing trend for the 

post-1981 period is found statistically significant. The spatial variance in Sheffield data shows a decreasing trend 

during pre-1981 and an increasing trend during post-1981; however, both the trends are found statistically 

significant. In IMD data, the spatial variance is higher for the post-1981 period. The spatial variance in Sheffield 

dataset for both pre-1981and post-1981 is higher compared to the IMD dataset (see Fig. 9c, 9d). The high peak 

values of spatial variance is observed in the Sheffield dataset compared to the IMD dataset. 

In IMD data, the significant increasing trend with good spatial coherence is observed in maximum grids at WH, 

NE (post-1981 and 1951-2012). However, a spatially coherent significant increasing trend in Sheffield data is 

observed in most of the grids at NW, NC, IP, and NE (post-1981 & 1951-2012).  In IMD data, fewer grids at WC, 

IP, NC, NE (pre-1951); and at NE, IP, WC, NC (post-1981 and 1951-2012) show a significant increasing trend 

with less spatial coherence. The significant decreasing trend with good spatial coherence in IMD is observed in 

maximum grids at NW and NC (pre-1981); however, with Sheffield data, the majority of grids in NW, NC, NE, 

and IP (pre-1981) show a spatially coherent significant decreasing trend. In both IMD and Sheffield data, 

compared to the pre-1981 and 1951-2012 period, the percentage of grids showing a significant increasing 

(decreasing) trend is more (less) in the post-1981 period. Contrasting trend results are also observed with IMD 

and Sheffield datasets. The IMD dataset shows a significant increasing trend in maximum grids at WH (post-

1981); and at NE (pre-1981 and post-1981); however, the Sheffield dataset shows a significant decreasing trend. 

The IMD dataset shows a significant decreasing trend in few grids at NC (post-1981); and at NE (post-1981 and 

1951-2012), while the Sheffield dataset shows a significant increasing trend. The spatially coherent significant 

increasing trend is observed at WH (pre-1981) with Sheffield data; however, no trend is observed with IMD data.  

Figure 8 Mean SU for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) Sheffield ; SU spatial variance over India, asterisk denotes 

significant trend (at 5% significance level) (c) IMD (d) Sheffield ; SU Box Plot for three time windows (e) IMD 

(f) Sheffield ; SU trend (at 5% significance level) in three time windows for IMD (g)1951-1981 (h)1982-2012 

(i)1951-2012, for Sheffield (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with significant increasing trend, 

significant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, white and grey color 

respectively;  Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having significant increasing, significant 

decreasing and no trend. 



SU shows significant increasing trend at 15% (pre-1981), 40% (post-1981) and 64% (1951-2012) grids in IMD 

data. However, the significant increasing trend of SU in Sheffield data is observed at 13% (pre-1981), 69% (post-

1981), and 48% (1951-2012) grids. Overall, there is mostly disagreement between the two datasets for significant 

increasing and significant decreasing trend patterns during post-1981 and 1951-2012. A better agreement between 

the two datasets can be noted, with a significant decreasing trend during the pre-1981 period. 

3.9 Spatial variability and trends in WSDI 

The spatial distribution of mean WSDI for the period 1951-2012 shows less spatial variability over pan India in 

both the datasets analyzed (see Fig. 10a, 10b). The spatial distribution of both datasets is nearly similar at every 

homogeneous temperature region. The maximum and minimum value of mean WSDI at different homogeneous 

regions in IMD data is different from the maximum and minimum in Sheffield data. For the IMD data, the mean 

WSDI value for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 periods is 8.94, 18.86, and 13.90, respectively. However, 

for the Sheffield data, the mean WSDI value for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 period is 6.57, 12.02, 

and 9.29, respectively (see Fig. 10e, 10f). A lesser mean value is observed in Sheffield data at all three-time 

windows. For the IMD data, the spatial variance of WSDI shows an increasing trend for the pre-1981 and post-

1981 periods. The increasing trend for the post-1981 period is found statistically significant. The spatial variance 

in Sheffield data shows decreasing trend during the pre-1981 period and an increasing trend during the post-1981 

period; however, the increasing trend during post-1981 is found statistically significant. The spatial variance is 

higher for the post-1981 period in both the datasets; however, the high peak values of spatial variance is obtained 

in the Sheffield data compared to the IMD data (see Fig. 10c, 10d). 

Fig 9 Mean WSDI for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) Sheffield ; WSDI spatial variance over India, asterisk 

denotes significant trend (at 5% significance level) (c) IMD (d) Sheffield ; WSDI Box Plot for three time 

windows (e) IMD (f) Sheffield ; WSDI trend (at 5% significance level) in three time windows for IMD (g)1951-

1981 (h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for Sheffield (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with significant 

increasing trend, significant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, white and 

grey color respectively;  Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having significant increasing, 

significant decreasing and no trend. 

The trend pattern of WSDI in Sheffield data is distinct from the trend pattern in IMD data except for the post-

1981 period. In IMD data, a significant increasing trend with good spatial coherence is observed in the majority 

of grids at every homogeneous region during post-1981 and 1951-2012. However, in Sheffield data spatially 

coherent significant increasing trend is observed at NW, NC, IP, WC, and EC (post-1981 & 1951-2012). A few 

grids at IP, WC, and EC (pre-1981) also shows a significant increasing trend with good spatial coherence with 

IMD data while the significant increasing trend observed in few grids at WH, NC, IP, and WC (pre-1981) with 

Sheffield data is spatially less coherent. The significant decreasing trend in IMD data is observed in fewer grids 

at WH, NW, NC, NE, and WC (pre-1981); however, in Sheffield data, the significant decreasing trend is observed 

at WH, IP, WC, NW, and NE (pre-1981). In both IMD and Sheffield, compared to pre-1981 and 1951-2012 

periods, the percentage of grids showing a significant increasing (decreasing) trend is more (less) in the post-1981 

period. Contrasting trend result is also observed with IMD and Sheffield datasets. IMD dataset shows a significant 

increasing trend in few grids at EC (post-1981); and at WC, IP, NE (1951-2012); however, the Sheffield dataset 

shows a significant decreasing trend. 

WSDI shows a predominant significant increasing trend at 87% (post-1981) and 78% (1951-2012) grids in IMD 

data. The past studies have also confirmed the increasing spatial extent of heatwaves across entire India. (Pai et 

al. 2013; Mishra et al. 2017; Sharma and Mujumdar 2017). Also, in Sheffield data, the WSDI shows a similar 

predominant significant increasing trend at 78% (post-1981) and 50% (1951-2012) grids. A better agreement 

between the two datasets can be noted, with a significant increasing trend during the post-1981 and 1951-2012 

period. 

3.10Spatial variability and trends in CSDI 

The spatial distribution of mean CSDI for the period 1951-2012 shows less spatial variability over pan India for 

both the datasets analyzed (see Fig. 11a, 11b). Though spatial distribution is nearly similar for both datasets in all 

the regions, a slight difference is observed in few grids at NC, NW, and IP. The maximum and minimum value of 



mean CSDI at NC, NW, and IP in IMD data is significantly different compared to the maximum and minimum 

value in Sheffield data. In IMD data, the mean CSDI value for the pre-1981, post-1981, and 1951-2012 period is 

6.43, 5.34, and 5.88, respectively. However, in Sheffield data, the mean CSDI value for pre-1981, post-1981, and 

1951-2012 period is 4.80, 2.15, and 3.48, respectively (see Fig. 11e, 11f). A lesser value of mean CSDI is observed 

with Sheffield data for all the three-time window. The spatial variance of CSDI shows an increasing trend during 

pre-1981 and decreasing trend during post-1981 for the IMD dataset. However, these trends are found statistically 

non-significant. In the Sheffield dataset, the spatial variance of CSDI shows a statistically significant decreasing 

trend during pre-1981 and post-1981. In IMD data, the spatial variance is higher for the post-1981 period, while 

in the Sheffield data pre-1981 period shows higher spatial variance (see Fig. 11c, 11d). The high peak values of 

spatial variance is observed in the IMD dataset compared to the Sheffield dataset. 

The trend pattern of CSDI in Sheffield data is distinct from the trend pattern in IMD data. In the IMD data, the 

significant increasing trend of CSDI is observed in few scattered grids at WH, NW, NC, NE, WC, IP (pre-1981); 

at IP (post-1982); and at WC, IP, NC (1951-2012). However, in Sheffield data, a significant increasing trend is 

observed in few scattered grids at WH, NW, NC, NE, WC, IP (pre-1981); at NW, NE, EC (post-1982); and at 

WC, NW, NC (1951-2012). With IMD data, the significant decreasing trend with good spatial coherence is 

observed in most grids at NW, NC, and NE (post-1981). However, with Sheffield data, the significant decreasing 

trend with good spatial coherence is observed in maximum grids at NC, IP, EC (post-1981); at WH, NW, NC, IP, 

NE (post-1982); and at WH, NW, NC, IP, NE, WC (1951-2012). In IMD data, compared to the pre-1981 and 

1951-2012 period, the percentage of grids showing a significant increasing (decreasing) trend is less (more) in the 

post-1981 period. 

Fig. 10 Mean CSDI for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) Sheffield ; CSDI spatial variance over India, asterisk 

denotes significant trend (at 5% significance level) (c) IMD (d) Sheffield ; CSDI Box Plot for three time 

windows (e) IMD (f) Sheffield ; CSDI trend (at 5% significance level) in three time windows for IMD (g)1951-

1981 (h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for Sheffield (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with significant 

increasing trend, significant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, white and 

grey color respectively;  Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having significant increasing, 

significant decreasing and no trend. 

CSDI shows a predominant significant decreasing trend in IMD as well as Sheffield data in all three-time 

windows. Nearly 15% (pre-1981), 32% (post-1981) and 26% (1951-2012) grids points in IMD data; and 25% 

(pre-1981), 33% (post-1981), 52% (1951-2012) grids in Sheffield data shows significant decreasing trend. The 

earlier studies have confirmed the significant increase in frequency and spatial coverage of cold wave (CW) and 

severe cold wave (SCW) in north India during 1971-2000 (Pai et al. 2004). Overall, there is mostly disagreement 

between the two datasets for significant increasing and significant decreasing trend patterns during pre-1981 and 

1951-2012. A better agreement between the two datasets can be noted, with a significant decreasing trend in few 

grids at WH, NW, and NC (post-1981). 

3.11Comparison of Observed and Reanalysis dataset 

Gridded observational datasets are based on daily observations of in situ stations that generally lack spatial 

coverage, whereas; the gridded reanalysis dataset is based on assimilating observational data into atmospheric 

models. Reanalysis datasets provides better spatial and temporal coverage compared to observational datasets 

therefore; reanalysis datasets are widely used for global as well as regional level studies. The global-scale 

comparisons of the reanalysis products for precipitation and temperature is reported in many studies (Simmons et 

al. 2004, 2010; Bosilovich et al. 2008; Donat et al. 2014). For India, few studies compare reanalysis datasets with 

the observational datasets based on climatological variations (Misra et al. 2012; Rana et al. 2015; Kishore et al. 

2016; Ghodichore et al. 2018). Sheffield reanalysis dataset is compared against the IMD dataset for the extreme 

temperature indices. The spatial distribution of mean of extreme indices is captured reasonably well by Sheffield 

dataset.  However, the significant decreasing trend of TX10p (at NC) and TN10p (at pan India) during 1951-2012 

period is overestimated by Sheffield dataset. The underestimation in significant increasing trend of TX90p (at 

NW, NC, IP) and WSDI (at IP) is also observed during different time windows. Even for TN90p and TR, Sheffield 

data detected contrasting significant increasing trend over fewer grids at IP during pre-1981 and post-1981 period. 

In case of WSDI, Sheffield dataset failed to detect significant increasing trend at NE (during post-1981 and 1951-



2012) and at WH (1951-2012). The past studies also reported that the reanalysis datasets failed to capture the 

trend pattern and overestimated/underestimated the trend pattern compared to the observational dataset. Shah and 

Mishra, (2014) reported that reanalysis products showed a high warm bias in the monsoon season temperature in 

northwestern India and parts of the Gangetic Plain, and a high cold bias in the Kashmir and southern peninsula 

regions. Ghodichore et al., 2018 found that reanalysis dataset (CFSR and MERRA-L) overestimated 

(underestimated) the high (low) temperatures over the northwestern (southeastern) regions of India. Kumar et al., 

(2020) found that trend pattern of reanalysis (Climate Prediction Centre, CPC) and observed (IMD) dataset for 

temperature extremes over India are nearly similar for period 1971–2013. The studies on global reanalysis datasets 

reported that temperature dataset is strongly affected by atmospheric boundary layer turbulence, the land surface 

scheme followed in the reanalysis (Wang and Zeng 2013) and there is large undesirable and nonphysical biases 

in reanalysis datasets which limit their ability to capture long-term trends (Bosilovich et al. 2008). Overall, the 

reanalysis dataset has large bias due to inhomogeneity in input observational data, imperfections in data 

assimilation methods and atmospheric model uncertainties (Bengtsson et al., 2004; Thorne & Vose, 2010) and 

should be used be cautiously used for long term climate assessment.  

4. Conclusions  

The present study focuses on the analysis of spatiotemporal variations and trends in the temperature extremes over 

India, for the period from 1951 to 2012, using 0.25° × 0.25° high-resolution daily temperature data. Further, 
Sheffield gridded temperature dataset is compared with 1°×1°, gridded temperature dataset of Indian 

Meteorological Department (IMD). Conclusions drawn from this study are summarized below. 

 Both IMD and Sheffield datasets showed similar spatial distribution for mean - Tmax, Tmin, DTR, 

TX90p, TR, WSDI and slightly different spatial distribution for mean –TX10p, TN10p, TN90p, SU, 

CSDI over pan India for period 1951-2012. 

 Both dataset reported significant differences in spatial variance for all extreme temperature indices 

during pre-1981 and post-1981 periods. 

 DTR trend pattern of IMD and Sheffield data in all three time windows varied significantly. However, 

grids at IP, WC and EC had shown similarity with significant increasing trends during the post-1981 and 

1951-2012 periods. 

 Trend analysis of TX10p and TN10p for Sheffield data showed an overestimation of decreasing trend at 

NC and Pan India respectively. 

  For TX90p, Sheffield data underestimated significant increasing trend at NW, NC and IP and 

overestimated at WH during pre-1981. However, both datasets showed good similarity with significant 

increasing trends for the post-1981 and 1951-2012 period. 

 For TN90p and TR, Sheffield data detected a false significant increasing trend at fewer grids at IP during 

pre-1981 and post-1981 periods. 

 For SU, Sheffield data overestimated significant increasing trends at NW and NC and underestimated at 

NE during the post-1981 and 1951-2012 period. The false detection of significant increasing trend with 

Sheffield data is found at WH during pre-1981. 

 For WSDI, both data showed similarity in significant increasing trend pattern during post-1981. 

However, Sheffield data underestimated significant increasing trends at IP in all three time windows and 

failed to detect a significant increasing trend at NE (during post-1981 and 1951-2012) and at WH (1951-

2012). 

 In the case of CSDI, the overestimation of significant decreasing trend patterns is observed with Sheffield 

data in all three-time windows. Additionally, a similarity in trend pattern, between both data, is observed 

with significant decreasing trend during post-1981 period. 

 For both datasets, the probability density function (PDF) of the pooled mean of indices is found 

statistically significant for DTR, TX10p, TN10p, TX90p, TN90p, TR, SU, WSDI and CSDI (refer Figure 

S1). 



This study identified the differences in spatial distribution, statistical relation and trend pattern of extreme 

temperature indices computed using gridded temperature dataset of IMD and Sheffield. This study will provide 

useful insight to the researchers who plan to use Sheffield dataset in climatological modeling and predictions. 
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Table 1 Extreme Temperature Indices (Here TX = Daily Max Temp., TN = Daily Min Temp.) 

Short name Long name Definition Units 

DTR 
Daily temperature 

range 
Mean difference between daily TX and daily TN °C 

TX10p Amount of cool days Percentage of days when TX < 10th percentile % 

TN10p 
Amount of cold 

nights 
Percentage of days when TN < 10th percentile % 

TX90p Amount of hot days Percentage of days when TX > 90th percentile % 

TN90p Amount of hot nights Percentage of days when TN > 90th percentile % 

TR Tropical nights Annual number of days when TN > 20 °C days 

SU Summer days Annual number of days when TX > 25 °C days 

WSDI 

Warm spell 

duration 

indicator 

Annual number of days with at least 6 

consecutive days when TX > 90th percentile 
days 

CSDI 

Cold spell 

duration 

indicator 

Annual number of days with at least 6 

consecutive days when TN < 10th percentile 
days 



Figures

Figure 1

Location map for the study area showing homogeneous temperature regions in India.



Figure 2

Mean Tmax for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (c) She�eld; Mean Tmin for period 1951-2012 (b) IMD (d)
She�eld; Grids with inconsistent data are shown in grey color. Box plot for pooled mean Tmax (e) and
mean Tmin (g). Probability density function for pooled mean Tmax (g) and mean Tmin (h); Blue and red
color curves represent IMD and She�eld dataset, respectively. Statistical signi�cance was estimated
using the Ranksum and KS tests for mean and distributions of pooled mean data.



Figure 3

Mean DTR for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) She�eld ; DTR spatial variance over India, asterisk denotes
signi�cant trend (at 5% signi�cance level) (c) IMD (d) She�eld ; DTR Box Plot for three time windows (e)
IMD (f) She�eld ; DTR trend (at 5% signi�cance level) in three time windows for IMD (g)1951-1981
(h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for She�eld (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with signi�cant
increasing trend, signi�cant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, white



and grey color respectively; Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having signi�cant
increasing, signi�cant decreasing and no trend.

Figure 4

Mean TX10p for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) She�eld ; TX10p spatial variance over India, asterisk
denotes signi�cant trend at 5% signi�cance level) (c) IMD (d) She�eld ; TX10p Box Plot for three time
windows (e) IMD (f) She�eld ; TX10p trend (at 5% signi�cance level) in three time windows for IMD



(g)1951-1981 (h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for She�eld (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids
with signi�cant increasing trend, signi�cant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown
in red, blue, white and grey color respectively; Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having
signi�cant increasing, signi�cant decreasing and no trend.

Figure 5



Mean TN10p for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) She�eld ; TN10p spatial variance over India, asterisk
denotes signi�cant trend (at 5% signi�cance level) (c) IMD (d) She�eld ; TN10p Box Plot for three time
windows (e) IMD (f) She�eld ; TN10p trend (at 5% signi�cance level) in three time windows for IMD
(g)1951-1981 (h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for She�eld (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids
with signi�cant increasing trend, signi�cant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown
in red, blue, white and grey color respectively; Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having
signi�cant increasing, signi�cant decreasing and no trend.



Figure 6

Mean TX90p for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) She�eld ; TX90p spatial variance over India, asterisk
denotes signi�cant trend (at 5% signi�cance level) (c) IMD (d) She�eld ; TX90p Box Plot for three time
windows (e) IMD (f) She�eld ; TX90p trend (at 5% signi�cance level) in three time windows for IMD
(g)1951-1981 (h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for She�eld (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids
with signi�cant increasing trend, signi�cant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown
in red, blue, white and grey color respectively; Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having
signi�cant increasing, signi�cant decreasing and no trend.



Figure 7

Mean TN90p for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) She�eld ; TN90p spatial variance over India, asterisk
denotes signi�cant trend (at 5% signi�cance level) (c) IMD (d) She�eld ; TN90p Box Plot for three time
windows (e) IMD (f) She�eld ; TN90p trend (at 5% signi�cance level) in three time windows for IMD
(g)1951-1981 (h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for She�eld (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids
with signi�cant increasing trend, signi�cant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown



in red, blue, white and grey color respectively; Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having
signi�cant increasing, signi�cant decreasing and no trend

Figure 8

Mean TR for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) She�eld ; TR spatial variance over India, asterisk denotes
signi�cant trend (at 5% signi�cance level) (c) IMD (d) She�eld ; TR Box Plot for three time windows (e)
IMD (f) She�eld ; TR trend (at 5% signi�cance level) in three time windows for IMD (g)1951-1981



(h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for She�eld (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with signi�cant
increasing trend, signi�cant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, white
and grey color respectively; Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having signi�cant
increasing, signi�cant decreasing and no trend.

Figure 9



Mean SU for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) She�eld ; SU spatial variance over India, asterisk denotes
signi�cant trend (at 5% signi�cance level) (c) IMD (d) She�eld ; SU Box Plot for three time windows (e)
IMD (f) She�eld ; SU trend (at 5% signi�cance level) in three time windows for IMD (g)1951-1981
(h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for She�eld (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with signi�cant
increasing trend, signi�cant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, white
and grey color respectively; Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having signi�cant
increasing, signi�cant decreasing and no trend.



Figure 10

Mean WSDI for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) She�eld ; WSDI spatial variance over India, asterisk
denotes signi�cant trend (at 5% signi�cance level) (c) IMD (d) She�eld ; WSDI Box Plot for three time
windows (e) IMD (f) She�eld ; WSDI trend (at 5% signi�cance level) in three time windows for IMD
(g)1951-1981 (h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for She�eld (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids
with signi�cant increasing trend, signi�cant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown
in red, blue, white and grey color respectively; Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having
signi�cant increasing, signi�cant decreasing and no trend.



Figure 11

Mean CSDI for period 1951-2012 (a) IMD (b) She�eld ; CSDI spatial variance over India, asterisk denotes
signi�cant trend (at 5% signi�cance level) (c) IMD (d) She�eld ; CSDI Box Plot for three time windows (e)
IMD (f) She�eld ; CSDI trend (at 5% signi�cance level) in three time windows for IMD (g)1951-1981
(h)1982-2012 (i)1951-2012, for She�eld (j)1951-1981 (k)1982-2012 (l)1951-2012; Grids with signi�cant
increasing trend, signi�cant decreasing trend, no trend and inconsistent data are shown in red, blue, white



and grey color respectively; Pie chart on right side shows percentage of grids having signi�cant
increasing, signi�cant decreasing and no trend.
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